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Hidden Treasure 
 

As an elementary teacher specializing in Reading and Language Arts, I have been drawn to the Parables. 
The use of metaphors and analogies were like a puzzle to make connections. So, when I had to take the 
Millers Analogy test to enter the Master's Program at Western Washington University I must admit I was 
somewhat excited.  Teaching also requires to reword, describe, explain, find the right expression to reach 
each of the wide variety of students. So, bringing a concept down to everyday reality and meaning, using a 
“simple talk” is exactly what is needed in the classroom. So, why does Jesus speak in parables wondered 
his disciples? According to Philip Yancey and Tim Stafford, the note writers in the in the NIV Student Bible, 
Jesus told short, common stories that had a message or hidden meaning.... stories easier to not only 
remember but also to understand the concept He wanted to teach. Like the students I would teach, Jesus 
spoke in ways that would reach His population: farmers, fishers and many who were unable to read the 
written word. When he spoke of their everyday experiences: fishing, farming, baking bread, even finding 
buried treasures, the people's interest was not only held but “winnowed” .... to stir up.... to bring the stories 
home and share what they heard, the messages, the seeds that were being planted. 

I’d like you to close your eyes for a moment, and visualize yourself and your family, sitting around one of our 
beautiful lakes. It is a calm, warm afternoon and you’re listening to this messenger, who is sitting in a boat 
nearby and you are totally amazed that this son of a carpenter is teaching you about the Kingdom of 
Heaven.  How can he know more than what the prophets and teachers have already taught? To many He 
was just a commoner, a tiny seed in the Kingdom.  

So where is His Kingdom of Heaven that he talks about? As a child I mentally visualized it in a vertical 
image.  At the bottom was Hell, where I’d go if I were really bad or hadn’t gone to Confession with a mortal 
sin on my soul. Next floor, Earth, where I hoped to stay because I was afraid to die and leave my family. 
Next was Purgatory where I’d go if I was better than bad but not quite good enough. Somewhere around 
here was Limbo where babies not baptized would be, but this place I just could not fathom or believe in. And 
the penthouse, the top floor, was Heaven- an actual place, separate from Earth, separate from the here and 
now, where God lived, and all was happy, and we’d live forever. 

But as I’ve grown and hopefully becoming more mature in my faith, my vision has changed a bit. The 
Kingdom of Heaven is actually interchangeable with the Kingdom of God both in Heaven and on earth. It is 
not a place like we know it with boundaries that can be located on a map. It’s more of a spiritual realm then, 
now and is to come and will be forever. I don’t believe Jesus, Himself, ever was concerned about the where, 
but rather the description-the definition-the meaning. As Philip Yancey and Tim Stafford notes, Jesus gives 
hints about exactly what this kingdom is... “the kingdom of heaven consists of the rule of God in the world. 
It comprises people of all races, from all nations, who loyally follow God’s will.” 

So here we are on the banks of a lake amazed, listening to a son of a carpenter who is giving us hints, clues, 
pixels into what this kingdom He so often talks about looks like. Parable 13 and 14: The Mustard Seed and 
Yeast or Leaven. Both tiny, seemingly insignificant agents that grow, magnify and transition into immense, 
beautiful creations. My daughter has a tattoo on her arm: "Faith of a Mustard Seed,” the final words in my 
journal to her written when bringing her home from Romania. This tiny, 15 pound, 21-month-old child, failing 
to thrive, starving for nurturing, as well as for food. Things haven’t always been easy for her- her life is still 
progressing and maturing into a beautiful, generous, insightful, intelligent young person. Who would have 
thought the first day I found her? 



So, it is with the Kingdom. The Jesus Film Project explained “The Kingdom that Jesus established would 
grow large enough to extend beyond Jerusalem and make a place for everyone on earth.” As with the birds 
on the branches in the parable, all people are included. Jesus started with twelve disciples and look where 
His followers are now and are still growing. Leaven also: from tiny to great, from insignificant to powerful. 
The word leaven itself shows its importance. As a verb it means” to cause to rise.” As a noun it means “a 
pervasive influence that modifies something or transforms it for the better.”. Isn’t that the perfect 
description of Jesus, the church, us as Christians? 

Jesus continues his message by focusing on the importance, the greatness, the real value of the kingdom 
as opposed to depending on and living for the lesser value of our earthly “riches.” We are not just to 
recognize and accept the beauty of the ultimate treasure, but to be willing   to give up the old to attain the 
new. Like the parable of the rich man and the Kingdom, he must leave behind his earthly priorities before 
moving ahead with Jesus. This magnificent Kingdom of God where in the end will be free of evil, racism, 
hate, discrimination, oppression, selfishness, greed. The goodness will be brought in- the good we work for 
today in This- Now- Kingdom of God on earth through our actions, our tiny steps, and our seed like actions. 
We need to keep searching and recognizing the jewels before us that show the sprouts, the spark, the 
glimmer of Heaven here today on earth, and once found nourish them to continue the unfolding of the 
infinite Kingdom of Heaven. Sounds like a pretty immense task. Is it even possible? I’d like to conclude with 
Bishop Ken Untener’s of Saginaw possible response to this dilemma with his poem “A Future Not Our Own” 
that was written in memory of Archbishop Oscar Romero.   

 
A Future Not Our Own  
 

(Bishop Ken Untener in memory of Archbishop Oscar Romero) 
 
It helps now and then to step back and take a long view. 
The Kingdom is not only beyond our efforts, 
it is beyond our vision. 
We accomplish in our lifetime only a fraction 
of the magnificent enterprise that is God's work. 
Nothing we do is complete, which is another way of 
saying that the kingdom always lies beyond us. 
No statement says all that could be said. 
No prayer fully expresses our faith. No confession 
brings perfection, no pastoral visit brings wholeness. 
No program accomplishes the Church's mission. 
No set of goals and objectives include everything. 
This is what we are about. We plant the seeds that one 
day will grow. We water the seeds already planted 
knowing that they hold future promise. 
We lay foundations that will need further development. 
We provide yeast that produces effects 
far beyond our capabilities. 
We cannot do everything, and there is a sense of 
liberation in realizing this. 
This enables us to do something, and to do it very well. 
It may be incomplete, but it is a beginning, 
a step along the way, an opportunity for the Lord's 
grace to enter and do the rest. 
We may never see the end results, but that is the 
difference between the master builder and the worker. 



We are workers, not master builders, ministers, not 
messiahs. We are prophets of a future not our own. 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 


